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 stl files in.obj and.mtl format. Professionally 3d modeled with .stl files, professional models are optimized for maximum detail, rendering and post-processing performance. Often you find architecture models in which the .obj file has been imported in another format (e.g. .vtk ). However, we recommend using the .stl format to ensure maximum details. Every model has a high resolution rendered
view. These models are suitable for various architectural applications such as interior architectural visualization, concept visualization, interior design, and even preconstruction visualization. All models are also provided with a very high resolution maximum polygon (max. poly) view with a clear scale. All models have been scanned and photorealistic 3d renders to provide the most detailed rendering

and to provide an optimal environment for visualization and design. **Curated Results**: - Each model has been hand selected to ensure the highest level of details. - Models are carefully modeled for optimum details. - Models have been provided with high-resolution 3d renders, and provided in.obj and.mtl format. - Models are optimized for maximum details, rendering, and post-processing
performance. - The models have a high resolution rendered view. - The model has been provided with a very high resolution max poly view with a clear scale. - The models come with the most detailed 3d scanning methodologies and are highly curated with hand-selection. **Acquisition and Labeling**: - Models are carefully scanned for optimal visualization. - Each model has a complete visual

description of materials, shapes, and dimensions. - The models come with a high quality 3d scanning visualization. - Each model has been specifically labeled to ensure maximum details, and a clear understanding of each element. **Content**: - Each model comes with a detailed description, including a complete list of materials, shapes, and dimensions. - Each model has been carefully reviewed and
categorized to ensure maximum content. - Each model has been provided with a detailed description and understanding. - Each model has been carefully scanned to ensure maximum 3d details. - All models have been color coded and provided with 82157476af
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